New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Barney 3 Movie Pack: LAND OF MAKE BELIEVE: Join the adventure with Barney,
BJ and Baby Bop as they discover anything can happen in The Land of Make
Believe! When a lost, young princess from a storybook magically appears,
Barney and his friends set out on a quest to help her find her way home; LET'S
MAKE MUSIC: Barney, BJ and Baby Bop set the stage for a dino- sized musical
adventure in Let's Make Music! When a little girl named Melanie dreams of
playing her violin in a talent show, Barney and his friends help her realize her
dreams. Along the way, they discover that some dreams are even bigger than
they imagin; NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS: oin Barney and his friends as they take
a magical journey to the North Pole where they are greeted as special guests at
Santa's toy workshop. With music in the air and presents everywhere, it's a
dream come true as Santa unveils his secret toys for Christmas . Hit
Entertainment
Come Dance with Me When her husband is found standing over the body of a
murdered dance instructor, Brigitte Bardot goes undercover to find the real
killer and is drawn into a shady Parisian underworld of blackmail, transvestites
and mambo lessons. Dawn Addams and Serge Gainsbourg co-star in this
delightful combination of comedy, mystery and suspense that Bardot fans
consider one of the most unique films of her career. Anchor Bay
The Rooftop Gao and his friends are the happiest kids in the city of Galilee.
Living on the rooftops of this bustling metropolis, sometimes life can be tough,
but they still churn out songs all day, and dance under the stars at night. But
when Gao meets his dream girl, a billboard beauty named Sian, fate takes him
on a wild ride through the high and low parts of the town he loves. Well Go USA
Snow Queen Hans Christian Anderson's classic fairy tale comes to life in an
enchanting mix of music and song, live drama and stunning animation. When
Gerda and her mother take in the penniless beggar boy, Kay, powerful forces
come into play that will take both children on a magical journey and test their
friendship to the extreme. One cold winter night a splinter of ice pierces Kay's
eye, turning his heart cold and making him angry and unhappy. He is
enchanted by the Snow Queen and taken to her palace in the frozen North.
Gerda decides that she must do whatever she can to find her friend. Faith, love
and courage lead Gerda on a perilous quest through many strange lands.
Vertical
One Direction Harry, Liam, Zayn, Niall and Louis have proven they're more than
a manufactured boy band by becoming global superstars almost overnight.
Presented by X Factor's Sinitta, this program unleashes all the highs of the
band's turbo-charged fame. From five individual hopeful singers taking part in
Simon Cowell's British X Factor. the boys of One Direction have defied the odds,
and their critics, by becoming the hottest British boy band in the world. With
A-List interviews from Piers Morgan, Zac Efron, Katherine Jenkins, some of the
cast of Glee and many others, we explore what makes these boys a
chart-topping success. Smashing worldwide charts with their debut #1 single
and album, One Direction have it all: great voices, charm and good
looks.proving that the only way is UP for One Direction. Inception
The Seasoning House The Seasoning House - where young girls are prostituted
to the military. Angel (Rosie Day), anÂ orphaned deaf mute, is enslaved to care
for them. She moves between the walls and crawlspaces, planning her escape.
Planning her ingenious and brutal revenge. Well Go USA
Maz Jobrani: I Come In Peace Maz Jobrani goes to Stockholm, Sweden for his
third stand-up special and he shows that comedy can truly be a diplomatic tool
when he makes an international audience laugh at topics from his family, to
racism, politics and media. "I Come in Peace" is a comedy special that will have
you laughing out loud while making you think. Inception
Nativity 2: Danger in Manger An anxious teacher starts a new job at an
under-achieving school and quickly finds himself struggling to cope with a wild
classroom assistant, a group of under-performing kids and his own very
pregnant wife. He soon becomes embroiled in a madcap plan to enter a
National 'Song for Christmas' Competition and finds himself embarking on a
disastrous road trip in search of the competition venue - the 'Christmas Castle'.
Lost in the wilderness with a class of small children, a baby and a donkey, he
has to stand up, face his fears and try to lead them not only to safety, but
victory. Inception
Barney: Perfectly Purple With a splash of purple and some help from his
friends, Barney always finds ways to have a Tee-riffic time together. Barney and
his friends plan a perfectly purple party for a friend, and with some special
Barney magic, it becomes a purple party surprise for everyone! When Baby Bop,
BJ and Riff reveal their inner artists in the park, they learn the most special art
comes from the heart! When Riff's drumsticks go missing, Barney turns the
search into an exploration of the colorful world around them. With parties,
festivals, adventures and more, Barney and his friends show how colors make
the world a beautiful place! Hit Entertainment
Angelina Ballerina: Twirling Tales Angelina and her friends stay on their toes
in these twirling, whirling tales of friendship and fun! There are sweet surprises
in store when Angelina and her friends must "dance like a cake" for Vicky's
cake-themed dance day. It is the big Spring Fling too, but how will An gelina
and her friends fit all their favorite types of music and dance into the grand
finale? Angelina's parents even get into the swing of things with their very own
new dance routine. The stage is set for an absolutely, positively, amazing time!
Hit Entertainment
Hijacking Somali pirates seize a Danish freighter in the Indian Ocean,
demanding millions in ransom as the stubborn CEO of the shipping company
tries in vain to negotiate a deal in this tense and topical thriller. As the heavily
armed pirates surround the MV Rozen, frightened cook Mikkel (Pilou Asbæk)
and engineer Jan (Roland Møller) realize that any false move could be their last.
Meanwhile, miles away, shipping-company head Peter Ludvigsen (Søren
Malling) receives word of the volatile situation and attempts to take control of
negotiations. As days drag on into weeks, however, it gradually becomes
apparent that Ludvigsen is in over his head. With the lives of the terrified crew
hanging in the balance, that lack of a clear resolution finds the situation aboard
the MV Rozen turning volatile as Ludvigsen tries to stand his ground and the
pirates grow increasingly agitated. Magnolia
Oka Ethnomusicologist Larry Williams (Khris Marshall) is from new Jersey, but
his heart is with the Bayaka people of Yandombe, in the Central African
Republic. Back in the USA on a fundraising trip for his village, the doctor (Peter
Riegert) warns him that his failing liver will not withstand the dangers of life in
the African forest. Undaunted, Larry is drawn back to his adopted people. This is
his last chance to record the sound of the mysterious molimo, an instrument
associated in the past with the elephant hunt, now thought to be extinct. But
Larry knows that there is something more than music waiting for him. Well Go

New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Thomas & Friends 3 Movie Pack: BLUE MOUNTAIN MYSTERY: When trouble
strikes at Blue Mountain Quarry, Thomas is sent to help. There he discovers a
little green engine hiding in the tunnels. DAY OF THE DIESELS: When a fire breaks
out on Sodor, Flynn and Belle join Thomas and Percy to save the day! But when
Thomas starts spending all of his time with the fi refi ghting heroes, Percy is
drawn to the Dieselworks, where he is made to feel special by the master of
mischief himself, Diesel 10! MYSTERY ISLAND RESCUE: The engines are hard at
work to build the Sodor Search & Rescue Center. When Thomas helps a friend in
need, he is rewarded with an exciting trip to the Mainland. Along the way, he
gets lost at sea and fi nds himself on the mysterious Misty Island. Will Sir Topham
Hatt's search party ever find Thomas? Find out in this action-packed movie
adventure! Hit Entertainment
Merry In-Laws A man with a magical secret finds his engagement to his
beautiful fiancée threatened by her cynical parents during the most wonderful
time of the year. When Peter tells his parents that he has popped the question to
Alex, the eccentric couple can't wait to meet their future daughter-in-law. As the
snow begins to fall and the two families gather to celebrate, Alex experiences a
sense of joy she hasn't felt since childhood. And for good reason, too - her new
in-laws are none other than Santa and Mrs. Claus! Meanwhile Alex's skeptical
father and his scheming colleague plot to snuff all sense of wonder out of the
holiday season. But there's much more at stake here than just a young couple's
happiness, and as Alex's young son Max begins to learn the truth about Peter's
jovial parents, the very future of Christmas rests in one family's ability to believe
in the legend that inspires wonder in children around the world. Hallmark
Hitched for the Holidays When commitment-phobe Rob Marino (Joey
Lawrence) breaks up with his girlfriend before Thanksgiving, he is criticized by
his big Italian family about his inability to keep a relationship through the
holidays. Wanting to prove them wrong and fulfill his dying grandmother's
(Paula Shaw) wish to see him happy in love, Rob goes online and finds Julie
(Emily Hampshire), another single New Yorker who's meddling Jewish mom
(Marilu Henner), has driven her to seek a temporary boyfriend. Rob and Julie
agree to pose as a couple through the holidays to get their families off their
backs. But things get complicated when Rob's Catholic clan and Julie's Jewish
family get involved. Hallmark
Home For Christmas Meet Elmer (Mickey Rooney), an old man with precious
little to show for his long life other than a few meager possessions and a handful
of homeless acquaintances. Elmer is a cheerful, petty thief getting by on a smile
and an ingenuity that with his advancing age is beginning to fail. While breaking
into a car, Elmer is caught by the owner, a stiff-lipped man named Reg, who has
no patience for a common criminal and who is not one bit sentimental about it
being the holiday season. In exchange for his freedom, Elmer goes to work for
Reg doing odd jobs to compensate for the damages. Amanda, Reg's adorable 6
year-old, and Elmer take an immediate liking to each other. The little girl is
convinced that Santa has brought her a grandfather for Christmas. Good
performances and a touch of the supernatural help along a solid sentimental
journey. Hallmark
Complicity stars Shoshana Bush as Shannon, a typical high-school student who
plans a big party at her house when her parents plan on being away. However, at
the soiree a friend of hers claims a boy tried to rape her, the group turns ugly
and take justice into their own hands. After realizing that the accusation may
have been false, everybody does their best to cover-up their actions, which leads
into more dangerous territory than they ever imagined. Inception
Drug War Timmy Choi (Louis Hoo) just got caught making tons. Now he's in the
custody of Captain Zhang (Sun Honglei), and has one chance to avoid execution
- turn informant and help the cops bring down the powerful cartel he's been
cooking for. Over the next 72 sleepless hours, the sting spins out of control, the
line between duty and recklessness is blurred, and it becomes unclear who
actually has the upper hand. Well Go USA
Exploding Sun / Doomsday Series One tiny spaceship determines the fate of
Earth in this thrilling, non-stop action film. It's supposed to be the launch of a
lifetime: the first ever trans-lunar passenger vessel that uses state-of-the-art
scalar engines to fly around the moon and back in mere hours. But everything
changes when a spike in solar radiation causes the ship to go into overdrive. As
it heads directly towards the sun, a dedicated group of scientists at Mission
Control try everything they can to stop the resulting pandemonium in a
desperate race against time. David James Elliott, Julia Ormond and Natalie
Brown star in this heart-racing global epic where the fate of life itself hangs in
the balance. Vivendi / Gaiam
Europa Report Director Sebastian Cordero follows a team of intrepid space
explorers to one of Jupiter's moons on a mission to investigate evidence of a
subterranean ocean that could contain single-celled life in this ambitious sci-fi
thriller produced in collaboration with NASA. Determined to explore the
possibility that the oceans of Europa could harbor primitive life, a privately
funded firm called Europa Ventures assembles six of planet Earth's best
astronauts, and sends them deeper into the stars than any human has ever
traveled. Should they succeed in reaching their destination and collecting
crucial data, mankind could finally have an answer to the age-old question of
whether or not we're alone in the universe. In the wake of a frightening
technological failure that cuts off all communications with Earth and an
unexpected loss that shakes the crew to their very core, the brave astronauts
battle physical fatigue and psychological distress before arriving on Europa and
making a discovery that could revolutionize our view of the universe. Magnolia
Zombie Hunter In a bleak future where flesh-eaters have inherited the Earth,
one suicidal zombie slayer who lost everything joins a small-band of survivors in
their quest to reach a safe-haven where no human will have to live in fear.
Hunter's family is long gone, leaving only him to battle the army of walking
corpses that crave human flesh. With a small arsenal and a lifetime supply of
liquor stashed in the trunk of his trusty Camero, Hunter (Martin Copping)
wanders the countryside on a drunken zombie killing spree. Just when Hunter is
about to give up hope, however, he happens across a wandering ground led by
Jesus (Danny Trejo), a blood-spattered priest who's especially handy with an axe.
If Jesus can just get the group to an airplane, salvation will be just a short flight
away. But now a new mutation has risen up from the ashes, and the zombies are
the least of Hunter's worries. With the nightmare drawing near, this desperate
group must take to the skies before they're devoured whole. Well Go

